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ELEMENT BALANCING SPRAYS & OILS 

 

ELEMENT BALANCING SPRAYS 

FIRE | EARTH | METAL | WATER | WOOD  
Specifically made for connecting you to the Elements in nature and allowing 
your body, aura and energetic field to naturally align and connect with these 
important and vital five Elements that keep the Universe balanced. 
 
 
 

 
  

ELEMENT BALANCING OILS 

FIRE | EARTH | METAL | WATER | WOOD  
Specifically made for the inner soul work, balancing the inner child and aligning 
all parts of the body to each of nature’s important five elements. 
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ELEMENT BALANCING SPRAYS & OILS 
 

FIRE ELEMENT PASSION | LOVE | JOY 

Emotions: Excited, Hasty, Hate, Joy, Love, Impatience, Passion, Scare, Selfish, Surprise 
Affirmation:  “Love, warmth, joy and passion flare up the sparkle within me.” 
Clears:  Abandonment and rejection | Absent-mindedness | Attracting drama and chaos | Avoid self and being alone | 
Bouncing from highs to lows | Burn-out | Feeling flat and lethargic | Scattered 
Brings:  Joy, sparkle & excitement | Increased patience | Love & passion | Affectionate | Drive to succeed | Healthy 
relationships | Living life to the fullest | Playful & spontaneous 
Heals: Masculine Father Energy and allows you to love yourself, ignite your passion and create your own path in life. 
Connections: Feeling: Irritation | Essence: Excite – Loving Ourselves | Spirit/Psyches: Shen (Mind & Spirit) | Season: 
Summer | Crystal: Garnet 
 

EARTH ELEMENT NURTURE | CENTRED | GROUNDED 

Emotions: Centre, Concern, Empathy, Grounded, Nostalgia, Nurture, Reflection, Stable, Support, Sympathy 
Affirmation:  “I nourish, support and nurture my whole being, feeling centred & grounded.” 
Clears:  Muddled thinking | Feelings of deprivation | Worrying needlessly | Over-nurturing & doing too much for others 
| Needy, clingy or co-dependent | Repetitive thought patterns | Self-doubt | Self-loathing 
Brings: Nurturing of self | Focusing on your needs | Self-worth | Living in the present moment | Peaceful and fulfilled 
within | Grounded energy | Transformation | Balance of giving and receiving | Contentment | Stable and supported 
Heals: Feminine Mother Energy and allows you to support, nurture and nourish yourself. 
Connections: Feeling: Uncertainty | Essence: Nurture – Nurturing Ourselves | Spirit/Psyches: Yi (Thought or Intention) | 
Season: Late Summer & supports all seasons | Crystal: Smoky Quartz 
 

METAL ELEMENT RESPECT | RECOGNITION | PERFECTION 

Emotions: Anguish, Grief, Guilt, Perfection, Protection, Recognition, Refine, Regret, Respect, Unsettled 

Affirmation:  “I love, approve and accept me as I am feeling comfortable in my own skin.” 
Clears:  Focused on small things | Unsettled & find it hard to stop | Feeling guilty when asking for support | 
Uncomfortable nurturing self | Constantly cleaning, organising & refining things | Disconnection from self | Seeking 
perfection | Hiding, shielding self, closed off from others | Highly self-critical 
Brings:  Free breathing, inhaling & exhaling life | Ease and calm | Releasing of control | Letting go of past attachments | 
Spaciousness & clarity within | Protection | Respect & recognition for self | Meaning in life, can see the big picture | 
Deserved rest and balance 
Heals: Grief and guilt that's hiding underneath and allows you to show and shine your true authentic self. 
Connections: Feeling: Exhaustion | Essence: Refine – Respect Ourselves | Spirit/Psyches: Po (Physical Soul) | Season: 
Autumn | Crystal: Hematite 
 

WATER ELEMENT  BE-ING | FLOW | REASSURANCE 

Emotions: Anxiety, Be-ing, Drive, Fear, Flow, Knowing, Reassurance, Simplify, Stillness, Wisdom. 
Affirmation:  “I am present and still, feeling safe and secure in myself.” 
Clears:  Anxious feelings | Fearful & locked up inside | Procrastination | Apprehensive & secretive | Defeated energy | 
Clinging onto the past | Emptiness | Lacking desire for life | Withdrawal & isolating self 
Brings:  Reassurance in self | Fluidity | Comfortable with the unknown | Drive, determination & endurance | Inner 
courage | Innate wisdom | Willpower | Reflection & stillness | Trust | Increased ability to go with the flow 
Heals: Past trauma, old wounds & deep fears, and allows new wisdom, trust, flow, understanding & compassion for self. 
Connections: Feeling: Tightness, closed in | Essence: Be – Reassuring Ourselves | Spirit/Psyches: Zhi (Willpower, drive, 
ambition) | Season: Winter | Crystal: Coral Fossil 
 

WOOD ELEMENT  DIRECTION | GROWTH | FLEXIBILITY 

Emotions: Anger, Competitive, Correct, Direction, Do-ing, Frustration, Growth, Inflexible, Organised, Resentful. 
Affirmation:  “I am attuned to my life path, purpose and direction embracing growth.” 
Clears:  Anger | Defensiveness & stubbornness | Frustration | Running into obstacles | Grumpy disposition | Impatience 
& intolerance | Resisting life’s flow | Over-assertive behaviour | Unsure of yourself & role in life 
Brings: Committed to growth | Structure, strength & flexibility | Clear direction and personal vision | Leadership | 
Forward movement | Clear boundaries | Motivated, assertive & dynamic | Birthing new beginnings, fresh start 
Heals: Painful memories from birth and early childhood and allows a fresh start, new beginnings, direction and growth. 
Connections: Feeling: Pain | Essence: Do – Asserting Ourselves | Spirit/Psyches: Hun (Life plan, sense of purpose and 
direction) | Season: Spring | Crystal: Chryscolla 


